ABSTRACT: A methodology for the design of polar, inorganic structures is demonstrated here with the packing of lambda (Λ)-shaped basic building units (BBUs). Noncentrosymmetric (NCS) solids with interesting physical properties can be created with BBUs that lack an inversion center and are likely to pack into a polar configuration; previous methods to construct these solids have used NCS octahedra as BBUs. Using this methodology to synthesize NCS solids, one must increase the coordination of the NCS octahedra with maintenance of the noncentrosymmetry of the bulk. The first step in this progression from an NCS octahedron to an inorganic NCS solid is the formation of a bimetallic BBU. 2+ ionic species in a hydrogen bond network. CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 7 exhibits a net polar moment while the heterotypes do not; this demonstrates that Λ-shaped BBUs give a greater probability for and, in this case, lead to NCS structures.
■ INTRODUCTION
The relationship between noncentrosymmetric (NCS) crystals and pyroelectric, ferroelectric, piezoelectric, and/or second harmonic generation (SHG) properties has been welldeveloped, 1−3 but NCS crystal design remains difficult. 4−11 Polar, NCS crystal synthesis is challenging because multiple effects, such as steric or dipole−dipole interactions, typically combine to form nonpolar, centrosymmetric (CS) structures. Therefore, it is necessary for the inorganic chemistry community to develop new strategies to create NCS materials and obtain high nonlinear optical (NLO) responses.
12, 13 NCS crystal engineering in inorganic chemistry can be summarized as (i) the design of specific basic building units (BBUs) and (ii) control of the packing and polar directionality of these BBUs. Chen's anionic group theory established that distorted anionic groups could serve as NCS BBUs; accordingly, attention has been paid toward anionic polyhedra, particularly borates, as BBUs to construct NCS materials. 6,9,10,14−23 It is difficult to control the crystallization of anionic groups into an NCS structure; however, our understanding of oxide-fluoride ligand ordering and structure-directing properties has allowed a guided synthesis for the formation of different BBUs. 19, 23, 24 We have observed that early transition metal complexes (ETMCs) have cis and trans directing properties owing to different nucleophilicities of the ligands of the ETMCs. From these properties, we have incorporated ETMCs directly into different bond networks with inherent noncentrosymmetry. 13, 20, 23 Adil et al. classified organometallic fluorides as 0D to 3D; finite 0D BBUs are the simplest structures and are subclassified as dimers, trimers, ..., to heptamers. 25 Previous inorganic compounds that contain 0D ETMC BBUs include [Ni(H 2 O) 6 ]- [MF 6 ] [M(IV) = Ti, Zr, Hf] and organically templated (RH) 2 [TiF 6 ] (R = pyridine; picoline; 2,6-lutidine; 2,4,6-collidine) and [2,6- 4 (H 2 O)], in which the organic ligand templates the 0D BBUs into polar alignment. 10 The polar arrangement of the [VOF 4 
(H 2 O)]
2− anions within this compound is not only attributable to the polar nature of the anion but also owing to the bond network (specifically, the hydrogen bond network). We see similar effects in NCS CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 7 , presented here, in that hydrogen bonds orient the polar moments in an additive manner.
Another possible method to create NCS materials is to extend the 0D polar octahedra of ETMCs to polymeric structures with metal fluoride BBUs to potentially create 1D to 3D units. 28 This "bottom up" approach would generate a 3D NCS structure from a 0D BBU by progressively increasing the coordination of polar BBUs.
Kunz and Brown have reported four factors for the configuration of distorted ETMCs: (i) bond network, (ii) lattice stresses, (iii) cation−cation repulsions, and (iv) electronic effects; factors (i) and (iii) can influence the directionality of distortions within BBUs. 29 The directions of the distortions create a net polarity in the bulk material. To maximize the NLO response of a material, the distortions within a bond network should be aligned in a parallel manner.
Simultaneous to the inorganic solid-state chemistry efforts to orient NCS BBUs in a polar, additive manner, organic chemistry has tailored organic molecules to form Λ-shaped molecules that pack in NCS configurations to create a second harmonic generation (SHG) response. 30−33 Yamamoto et al. reported that polar Λ-shaped organic molecules are more likely to lead to NCS materials because of predictable crystal packing that aligns the Λ-shaped molecules (or BBUs). 30 This Λ shape is similar to BBUs hypothesized by Chen to synthesize NCS materials without transition metal elements, but we demonstrate here that Λ-shaped-BBUs can be synthesized with early transition metals, such as those that are prone to strong electronic distortions. 34, 35 The NCS compound CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 7 combines these methodologies to use polar ETMCs in Λ-shaped BBUs. Additionally, hydrothermal chemistry allowed for the isolation of heterotypes of the same formula MVOF 4 7 has piezoelectric and SHG properties. We argue that polar, (Λ)-shaped BBUs will be likely to crystallize in NCS environments.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Caution. Hydrofluoric acid is toxic and corrosive! It must be handled with extreme caution and the appropriate protective gear and training. 36−38 Materials. Copper oxide (99.99+%), nickel oxide (99.99%), and hydrofluoric acid (49% HF aq by weight) were used as received from Sigma-Aldrich. Cobalt carbonate (99.5% metals basis), zinc oxide (99.99%), and vanadium dioxide (99.9% trace metals basis) were used as received from Alfa-Aesar. Deionized water was used as backfill in the pressure vessels.
Single-Crystal MVOF 4 7 was synthesized using the same process with an equimolar amount of CoCO 3 in place of MO and 2.00 mL of 49% HF aq . The slow addition of HF to the CoCO 3 mixture was followed by a release of CO 2 (g). The evolution of CO 2 (g) was allowed to complete before the pouch was sealed. Each pouch was placed, alone, in a 125 mL, Teflon-lined Parr acid-digestion vessel with 40 mL of deionized water, heated at 150°C for 24 h, cooled to 25°C at a 0.1°C/min rate, and left undisturbed for 48 h to allow crystallization. Reactions were performed at temperatures between 75 and 250°C with no noticeable difference in the resulting products. After crystallization, the pouches were then opened and crystals of CuVOF 4 7 crystallized from this solution in the sealed container. Large crystals (up to ∼1 mm on each side) of the compounds were easily separated from the fluoride hydrate side-products with tweezers. Powder XRD was used to confirm the compounds' purities (see Supporting Information, Figure S4 ). The compounds were initially synthesized in 0.60 mL of HF aq with equimolar amounts of CuO and V 2 O 5 in place of VO 2 as a vanadium source with 0.12 mL of hydrochloric acid as a reducing agent. Heated hydrochloric acid is a known reducing agent for V V oxide compounds. 40, 41 There were no noticeable differences in yield or purity when using V 2 O 5 or VO 2 , but reactions with V IV precursors are reported herein for simplicity. The elemental content of each pure compound was observed qualitatively with EDX spectroscopy (see Supporting Information, Figure S5 ), and the metallic content was confirmed quantitatively with ICP-AES (see Supporting Information, Table S1 ).
Crystallographic Determination. Single crystal XRD data were obtained at 100 K with a Bruker Kappa APEX 2 CCD diffractometer with monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). The crystalto-detector distance was 60 mm. The data were integrated with the SAINT-V7.23A program.
42 Absorption (numerical or multiscan) corrections were applied to the data in the program XPREP. 43 The structures were determined by direct methods with Fourier difference syntheses with SIR97 or XS and then refined with SHELXL-97 within the WinGX suite. 44−46 Additional symmetry elements were checked with the computer program PLATON; for compounds 1, 2, and 4 (the CS heterotypes), the software suggested reducing the size of the unitcell with maintenance of the P1̅ space group. 47 Implementation of the reduced unit-cell resulted in unacceptable fitness parameters, owing to incorrect vanadium environments generated (see Supporting Information, Figure S8 and Table S3 ). No appropriate, additional symmetry was found for compounds 1−4.
The flack parameter was determined in the WinGX suite, with use of SHELXL, to be 0.021 (2) .
45, 46 The absolute structure of compound 3 was confirmed with anomalous dispersion effects in the data. The analysis was performed in PLATON by use of Bayesian statistics to give values of P2(true), P3(true), P3(false), P3(rac-twin), and Hooft y as 1.000, 1.000, 0.0, 0.0, and 0.013 (2), respectively, based on 1295 of 1295 Bijvoet pairs. 47, 48 These results indicate that the crystal of compound 3 is not twinned and the absolute configuration of the NCS structure was correctly determined.
FTIR Measurements. The FT-IR spectra for compounds 1−4 were collected on a Bruker 37 Tensor FTIR equipped with an ATR germanium cell attachment. A total of 256 scans were recorded at 2 cm −1 resolution and averaged, and a background spectrum was subtracted. Values of VO symmetric and asymmetric stretching frequencies were determined by fits to two Gaussian functions.
Magnetic Susceptibility. The magnetic susceptibility (χ) of compounds 1−4 was measured as a function of temperature from 5 to 300 K under a field of 1000 Oersted. The measurements were performed between 5 and 300 K in 1 K intervals with a Quantum Design MPMS superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). The measurements were corrected for diamagnetic contributions (χ diag = −139.4 emu/mol). 49 Impedance Measurements. Impedance measurements were performed to determine if compound 3 exhibited piezoelectric resonance. Single crystals of compound 3 were cleaved and polished until two surfaces were flat and parallel. The surfaces were masked with tape. Silver paste was then applied and allowed to dry. The crystal for measurement 1 had dimensions of 2.66 mm × 2.58 mm × 0.7 mm, and the crystal for measurement 2 had dimensions of 2.88 mm × 2.20 mm × 0.6 mm. The f p and f s peak positions of the first most intense resonance peak were determined using the find peak tool in Origin 8. The impedance and admittance spectra were collected using an Agilent Precision Impedance Analyzer (4294A). A total of 25 sweeps containing 500 points over the desired frequency range were averaged and recorded. The effective coupling factor (K eff ) was calculated because of the crystal's irregular dimensions with eq 1, where f p is the maximum of the impedanceand f s is the minimum of the impedance spectrum.
Second Harmonic Generation Measurements. Powder SHG measurements were carried out on compound 3 with the Kurtz−Perry method. 51, 52 Since the SHG efficiency of powders depends on particle size, the compound was ground and sieved into particle-size ranges between 20 and 125 μm. Approximately 100 mg of each size range of CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 7 particles was pressed into a pellet and then irradiated with a pulsed infrared beam (100 ns, 15 mJ, 10 Hz) produced by a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser of wavelength 1064 nm. The SHG radiation (532 nm green light) was collected in reflection and detected by a photomultiplier tube. A 532 nm narrow band-pass interference filter was used to detect only the SHG-produced light. The SHG response of particles between 45 and 63 μm was compared with particles of the same range of α-SiO 2 .
■ RESULTS Structural Descriptions. Centrosymmetric Compounds 1, 2, and 4 Contain Isolated Cations and Anions. Compounds 1, 2, and 4 have distorted vanadyl complexes (VCs) but crystallize in the centrosymmetric space group P1̅ and have no uncoordinated water molecules within the lattice (see Figure 1a) . The structures exhibit a structure similar to CsCl wherein each ion has eight nearest neighbors. No higher symmetry space groups could be found for the unit cells. The crystallographic parameters are shown in Table 1 . To further confirm the structures, BVS calculations were performed (see Table 2 ) as well as EDX spectroscopy and ICP elemental analyses to confirm the elemental content (see Supporting Information, Figure S5 and Table S1 ). 2− (M II = Co, Ni, and Zn). The late-transition metal complexes (LTMCs) are on inversion centers and/or corners of the unit cell. Each LTMC exists as an octahedron with three crystallographically equivalent water molecules. Bond distances of the VCs and their ligands are listed in the Supporting Information. Each VC has 14 hydrogen bonds with another LTMC and other VCs. Hydrogen bonds can be considered over various distances between hydrogen atoms and acceptors, distances between donors and acceptors, and bond angles of the donor−hydrogen−acceptor species. For this paper, the definition of "moderate and strong" hydrogen bonds is used as described by Jeffrey. 57 Hydrogen atoms could be located in the Fourier syntheses during crystal structure refinement, consistent with hydrogen atom placement in moderately strong bonds within the structures. Figures 2 and 3 show that the CS heterotypes hydrogen bond networks form chains of distorted VCs; the chains align in an antiparallel manner. The antiparallel configuration cancels the net polar moments of the VCs to form a CS structure. This CS structure is a result of two factors: (I) the VCs are 0D complexes within a crystal structure and have many degrees of rotational freedom, and (II) the orientation of the VCs is determined by the strong dipole moments that are able to orient and cancel out within the unit cell to optimize the electrostatic energy of the unit cell. The VCs have no shared ligands with other octahedra. The LTMCs, shown in Figure 1b , are necessary to balance the anionic charge of the VCs and form the hydrogen bond network to stabilize the crystal structures. Numerous hydrogen bonds are formed to the VCs and LTMCs; these bonds are shown in the Supporting Information, Figures S9−S13. Relevant hydrogen-bond geometry parameters for compounds 1, 2, and 4 are given in the Supporting Information, Tables S7, S11, and S19, respectively. The cations and anions form a distorted CsCl three-dimensional configuration.
Similar Figures S1 and S2) . To confirm the identity of the oxide and fluoride ligands, BVS calculations were performed (see Table 2 ) as well as EDX spectroscopy and ICP elemental analyses to confirm the elemental content (see Supporting Information, Table S1 and Figure S5 ).
53−56 The crystal structure exists as a molecular crystal with neutral Λ-shaped BBUs bonded solely to the extended network with hydrogen bonds. Figure 1b shows bond-network effects. The electronic effect of the PJT distortion causes an out-of-center displacement of the vanadyl cation toward the oxide. 62 The coordination of copper to the oxide ligand places a less negative charge on the oxide ligand which results in a slight repulsion of the oxide ligand away from the vanadyl cation. The electronic and bond-network effects result in a vanadyl bond of 1.6059(8) Å. The copper cation is coordinated by five water molecules and the oxygen O8 of the Table S15 .
Although the Λ-shaped BBU CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 6 has six water molecules coordinated to metals, the molar formula is CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 7 , owing to an uncoordinated water molecule within the crystal lattice. Therefore, a more accurate description for the compound is CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 6 ·H 2 O. This water molecule acts as "bridging molecule" with formation of hydrogen bonds; the dipole moment of the water molecule is partially aligned along the polar axis of the crystal and contributes to the crystal's nonlinear responses. Figure 4 shows that the water molecule of O1 is coordinated via hydrogen bonds to a water molecule of Cu II and a fluoride ligand of V
IV
; an additional intra-BBU hydrogen bond connects the water molecule identified by O5 to ligand F3. The Λ-shaped BBUs stack into pseudolayered units that are aligned in parallel and slightly antiparallel configurationsone such pseudolayer is shown in Figure 5 ; Figure 6 shows these layers align in an A-B-A pattern as described by the Pna2 1 space group. We describe these as "pseudo layers", as they exist with discrete water molecules and BBUs of CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 6 that hydrogen bond to form layered-structures without strong covalent or ionic bonds between BBUs.
Spectroscopic Descriptions. Nonlinear Optical Measurements Indicate a Phase-Matchable SHG Response of Compound 3 on the Order of α-SiO 2 . A high SHG efficiency can be achieved by a complete dipole alignment within a structure. 6 The directions of the ETMCs' polar distortions are affected by bond networks and can lead to the cancellation of the overall polar moment of the material. Compound 3 exhibits SHG efficiency on the order of α-SiO 2 . The SHG response is likely lessened by absorption of 512 nm light by compound 3, as observed in the UV−vis spectra (see Supporting Information, Figure S3 ). Phase matching curves of SHG intensity versus particle size are shown in the Supporting Information ( Figure S1 ). The low SHG intensity (relative to LiNbO 3 ) is attributable to the cancellation of the dipole moment contributions along the a and b axes. The additive dipoles along the polar c axis allow a weak bulk polarity.
IR Measurements and Bond Lengths Reveal That a Decrease of Oxide Contacts to the Bond Network Causes an
Increase of the Vanadyl Bond Strength. The vanadyl oxide of CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 7 makes two contacts to the bond network: a covalent bond to vanadium and a covalent bond to copper. Conversely, as shown in Figure 2 , the oxide ligand of V1 of the CS heterotypes makes one covalent bond and three hydrogen bonds. The oxide ligand of V2 makes one covalent bond and two hydrogen bonds. This decrease in bond contacts of the oxide ligand to the extended network increases the vanadyl bond strength; the same trend has been observed by our group with NbO bonds. 23 To examine these bonds, IR measurements and BVS calculations were performed. Table 3 shows symmetric and antisymmetric stretching frequencies (VO γ sym and VO γ asym , respectively), bond lengths, and BVS sums (S i , j ) for the VO bond for compounds 1−4; the spectra are shown in the Supporting Information ( Figure S7 ). Peak positions were found by fits to Gaussian functions (see Supporting Information, eq S8). For compounds 1, 2, and 4, the individual IR stretches of V 1 O and V 2 O could not be resolved; this is likely due to close overlap of the bands. Instead, averages of the IR peaks of these stretches are reported. A shift of the X−H stretches to the 2700−3500 cm −1 region is observed for compound 3, owing to the different environments of water molecules of compound 3 than its heterotypes. Curvature was seen in the plots of 1/χ versus temperature, so a temperatureindependent paramagnetism term was included to fit the data (see Table 4 and the Supporting Information, Figure S6 ). This phenomenon is common for transition metals and results from low-lying, empty orbitals that arise from splitting of the partially occupied valence shells.
62,63
Impedance Measurements Show Compound 3 Exhibits Piezoelectric Behavior. Compound 3 exhibits piezoelectric resonance; frequency dependent measurements were performed to rule out the possibilities of the material acting as an electret or ferroelectret; these data are shown in the Supporting Information (S2a). The K eff was calculated with eq 1, and the results are listed in Table 5 . The different K eff values for the two crystals are attributable to different crystal orientations. These values are similar to those of AT cut quartz crystals with K 26 = 0.088. 64 A commercial piezoelectric EC65 (ITT Corporation, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) with similar size and geometry was also measured, and K eff was determined to be 0.44. A high K eff is desired for power handling, but specific applications do not require a high K value. 2− are nucleophilic, while the oxide ligands are poorly nucleophilic. The vanadyl bond strength is due to significant π-bonding between vanadium and oxygen. This π-bonding causes the oxide ligands to have poor nucleophilicity. 19, 21 The vanadyl bond strength is determined by two factors: (i) π-bonding of the oxide ligand to the early transition metal and (ii) bonding of the oxide ligand to the extended bond network. The magnitude of (i) and (ii) can be quantified with bond-valence calculations.
53−56
Increase of factor (i) leads to a decrease of factor (ii) and vice versa, owing to valence considerations. Owing to the vanadium cation's strong electrophilicity within compounds 1−4, two structures compete to minimize factor (ii): the NCS Pna2 1 structure and the CS P1̅ structure. The CS structure allows the vanadyl oxide to bond to the hydrogen bond network while the NCS structure eliminates hydrogen bonds to the vanadyl oxide with coordination of the VC to the LTMC.
The valence contributions between f luoride ligands and the extended hydrogen-bond-network range from 0.352 valence units (VU) to 0.548 VU. These contributions are equivalent for compounds 1−4, but there are different valence contributions between the oxide ligands and the extended structures of the NCS compound 3 and the CS heterotypes 1, 2, and 4. For compound 3, Table 6 shows that while the valence of the copper-oxide bond is 0.15 VU, the valence between the oxide ligands and the extended hydrogen-bond network in the CS heterotypes (compounds 1, 2, and 4) ranges from 0.255 VU to 0.292 VU. The position of the hydrogen atoms may be slightly inaccurate, owing to the difficulty of observation of light atoms with X-ray diffraction, but the large difference in valence from the hydrogen bond network is more significant than deviations of the hydrogen atom positions. The oxide ligands of the VC in compound 3 do not extensively bond to the extended structure as compared to the oxide ligands of the CS heterotypes. This is due to poor nucleophilicity of the oxide ligand, 19 but this weak nucleophilicity is sufficient to bind to a FOJT distorted Cu II cation. Figure 7 shows that compound 3 is more stable in the NCS configuration; if the bonds of the vanadyl to the LTMCs of the CS heterotypes were similar to the bonds within the NCS compound 3, a significant valence increase between the oxide ligand and the extended structure would occur: 0.308, 0.323, and 0.347 VU for Ni II , Co II , and Zn II , respectively (valences calculated with the longest bond distance M−OH 2 of the CS structure), versus the smaller values shown in Table 6 . This is a conservative estimate: if Ni II , Co II , or Zn II were to bind to an oxide, the bond distance would be shorter than the observed bond distance to a water molecule and the bond valence contribution would be even greater. Therefore, the CS heterotypes do not have sufficiently low M−O bond energy to form Λ-shaped BBUs and to crystallize in the NCS configuration.
The late transition metal Cu II has a FOJT distortion that allows the long Cu−O bond to contribute weakly to the BVS of the oxide and allows stronger π-bonding within the VO bond. Conversely, the CS heterotypes contain Co II , Ni II , or Zn II , which do not have strong FOJT distortions and, consequently, compounds 1, 2, and 4 form monomeric BBUs. These monomeric ETMCs form multiple hydrogen bonds to the oxide ligand, which decreases the VO bond strength. This is confirmed by the shift of the FTIR VO stretches of compound 3 toward higher energy, decreased V O bond lengths, and greater VO valences (see Table 3 ).
The CuOV moiety has been previously observed in the compound Cu(H 2 O)(OH)VO(VO 4 ). The geometries of the bimetallic units of this compound and compound 3 are similar: the bond angles of CuOV in compound 3 and Cu(H 2 O)(OH)VO(VO 4 ) are 142.88 (5)°and 131.5 (2)°, respectively. 65 The compound is CS for reasons that will be described. This hydroxido compound has both distorted V V tetrahedra and V IV octahedra; the valence contributions of the V IV octahedra's equatorial oxide ligands from the extended structure range from 1.286 to 1.725 VU. The vanadyl oxide only makes one contact to the extend network: to the Cu . The Λ-shaped BBU causes the structure to pack into an NCS structure, as evidenced by piezoelectric and SHG measurements (see the Supporting Information). Hydrogen bonds have been previously observed to allow arrangement of polar moments into configurations that have a net dipole moment in materials. 10, 12 The Λ shape is important for the design of BBUs without an inversion center and for packing of the BBUs into an NCS environment. Chemists have tailored organic and hybrid materials to Λ-shaped BBUs, as they have a high probability of packing into NCS crystals. 8,30,33,71−74 For Λ-shaped organic molecules, such as N,N′-bis(4-ethoxycarbonylphenyl)-methaneiamin, minimization of intermolecular hydrogen bonds causes a preference for stacking of Λ-shaped units and synthesis of an NCS crystal structure. 30 Similarly, our group has previously reported that minimizing contacts to the oxide ligand can lead to NCS, polar structures. 23 This is demonstrated with the Λ-shaped BBUs of the NCS compound 3 there are only two contacts to the oxide of the polar VC, but the CS heterotypes have four bond contacts to the oxide ligand. Minimal contacts to the oxide ligand could be accomplished with the Λ-shaped BBU synthesis with ETMCs. In the case of compound 3, the non-ETMC fulfills the valence of the oxide and effectively "caps" the oxide to prevent further bonding to this ligand Compound 3's NCS property is due to its polarity and the specific architecture that induces partial polar alignment. In the structure of compound 3, the BBUs pack so as to maximize the hydrogen bonding within the structure. The net dipole vectors are partially aligned along the c axis, owing to rotation of the Λ-shaped-BBU layers after two successive layers ( Figure 6 ). This layered structure with a slight alignment along the c axis is also seen in crystallized, racemic mixtures of the amino acid DLalanine. As with compound 3, DL-alanine belongs to the Pna2 1 space group. The crystal structure of DL-alanine is unusual: although it is a racemic mixture, it crystallizes in a polar crystal structure. 51, 75, 76 The crystal structure of the zwiterrionic DLalanine consists of each unique enantiomer on one of two specific planes, connected to the extended structure hydrogen bonds. The crystal structure has been successfully predicted with computational methods. Cooper et al. found that the use of quantum-mechanically optimized structures of the molecules D-and L-alanine was not suitable for prediction of the ultimate crystal structures; rather, by limiting specific torsional angles to those of similar structures contained in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD), the correct crystal structure was computationally determined. 77 Such analyses of inorganic BBUs could allow predictions of NCS crystal structures.
The Λ-shaped BBU stacking direction is not necessarily perpendicular to their individual polar moments; however, the Λ-shaped BBUs are geometrically difficult to stack into a CS structure. At the very least, partial alignment of the polar moments of the Λ-shaped BBUs is likely to result. If we consider, shown in Figure 8 4− when the BBUs were templated by CS, organic ethylenediaminium cations located on inversion centers. 78 Figure 8 shows that, so long as the rotation of one BBU is not equal and opposite to the rotation of another BBU (scenario b), Λ-shaped BBUs will necessarily result in a net polar moment in a bulk material (scenarios c and d). Even for simplified 2D shapes, the difficulties of generating polarity within a bulk material are varied and rich in complexities and deserve further inquiry by the inorganic chemistry community.
Future work to increase the dipole moment alignment of Λ-shaped BBUs would increase the NLO responses of the materials. As described in organic chemistry, this could be accomplished by maximizing the steric properties of Λ-shaped BBUs with use of larger ions, organic ligands, and/or placement of the Λ-shaped BBUs in bulkier 1D chains, 2D layers, or 3D architectures with maintenance of the NCS property. 30 Future work to increase the dipole moment alignment of Λ-shaped BBUs would increase the NLO and piezoelectric response of materials. Additionally, we and others have described the use of hard and soft cations to specifically coordinate to fluoride or oxide ligands, respectively. 13,79−83 The appropriate use of a soft cation, such as a late transition metal (in this case Cu II ), may be able to coordinate solely to the oxide ligand without bonding to fluoride ligands, to result in "capped" oxide ligands. These bimetallic BBUs would then have fewer rotational degrees of freedom as in the case of Λ-shaped BBUs.
■ CONCLUSION
The purely inorganic, polar CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 7 and its centrosymmetric heterotypes MVOF 4 6 pack into a polar, NCS structure. The Λ-shape motif can be employed to create polar materials with nonlinear optical responses. As we have demonstrated, Λ-shape basic-building units crystallize in NCS structures when heterotypes with monomeric BBUs do not. The CS heterotypes illustrate that distorted ETMCs are not the sole criterion for synthesis of NCS structures, nor is the combination of distorted ETMCs and LTMCs; rather, attention should be paid to the bond orientation of polar BBUs to their near and next-nearest neighbor(s). To progress from 0D distorted polyhedra to 3D polar crystals, inorganic chemists can understand how simple shapessuch as Λ-shape BBUscan be synthesized and oriented in the bulk to create polar materials.
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